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Tackling today’s top
cleaning challenges

How to re-vamp cleaning programs to increase sustainability and
tackle labour shortages

David Smith, Bunzl’s Cleaning, Hygiene
and Sanitation Director discusses today’s
top cleaning challenges, incorporating
sustainable alternatives, using innovation
to help combat labour shortages and the
importance of proper employee training.
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David, where should people start when looking
for ways to make their cleaning programs more
sustainable?
The biggest thing facility owners are interested in
right now is re-examining the sustainability of their
cleaning programs. The best place to start is with a
thorough assessment. Look at all the products and
chemistries you’re using as part of your cleaning
process. How many of these products do you
actually use?
We’ve been conditioned to use specific products
for specific tasks, but after examining all of
the products in your program, you’ll likely see
some redundancy. This is a good opportunity to
reduce the number of chemicals being used and
introduce environmentally preferable, multi-purpose
alternatives where appropriate. In many cases, one
product will do four to five different tasks, reducing
the number of chemicals used, and the health
and environmental impacts associated with them.
It’s never good to use too many chemicals at the
same time so it’s important to evaluate what’s really
needed in your program.
In the last quarter of 2021, Canada saw just
under 1 million unfilled positions, up 63%
from 2020. What are some of the ways facility
managers can cope with the effects of the
labour shortage?
In the wake of the pandemic, the cleaning industry
has evolved to become a leading essential service,
but its aging workforce combined with the tight
labour market has resulted in a staffing shortage
right across the country.

Keep in mind, innovation is not a one-size-fits-all
solution. It’s important to assess all areas of your
cleaning program to identify where innovation can be
applied and where well-trained cleaning staff will be
most effective.
So, how important is it to train employees on new
innovations and efficient cleaning techniques?
When investing in new products or equipment, it’s
critical to train employees to maximise the return on
your investment. The right training will ensure that
products and equipment are used correctly, to avoid
waste and reduce health and safety hazards.
For instance, over the last few years, cleaning teams
were handed products they’d never used before
and told to disinfect. The result has been that harsh
disinfectants are often sprayed into the air instead of
into a microfibre cloth, contributing to indoor air pollution
and creating a health hazard to the cleaner and anyone
in the area.
Employees should be trained to a level of comfort with
every product, piece of equipment and task so that they
are confident in their work and can perform effectively
and safely.
What else should we keep in mind?
It’s all about considering where you want to take your
cleaning program. Assess your current processes, your
staffing needs, your sustainability objectives, other
facility-specific conditions, and branch out from there.
Contact Bunzl Cleaning & Hygiene to book a
complimentary on-site assessment today.

Innovation is a big way to help manage this issue.
We can bridge the gap by focusing innovation
on labour saving in terms of time and tasks.
For example, if the task is surface disinfection,
electrostatic disinfecting equipment can clean
large spaces in a short period of time with only one
person on the task. The same goes for automatic
vacuums, floor scrubbers and other autonomous or
robotic equipment.
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Let the sunshine in!
Must-haves for summer cleaning

SC Johnson RefreshTM
Soap

Scott 24 Sanitizing
Wipes

Split! Restorative
Cleaner

NEW Sustainable Cleaning
from REGARD

Finally, a refreshing
alternative to rising costs! SC
Johnson’s Refresh Soap line
uses 36% less product and
45% less water but provides
30% more hand washes per
litre.
Designed with mild
preservatives and skin
conditioners, one pump of
Refresh Soap will remove
99% of dirt and germs while
leaving hands soft and
comfortable.

Ensure surfaces stay cleaner
for longer with Scott 24 Hour
Sanitizing Wipes.
With one swipe, your facility’s
surfaces are protected for
24 hours, even after multiple
touches. When used as
directed, Scott 24 Hour
Sanitizing Wipes kill 99.9%
of bacteria without using
bleach, so, there’s no need
for rinsing. Add these wipes
to your cleaning program for
cleaner, safer facilities.

Got grime that won’t go
away? Split! Restorative
Cleaner uses advanced
technology to split soil into
molecules small enough to
be wiped away.
This cleaner breaks down
tough stains leaving no
detergent residue, so
surfaces stay cleaner, longer.
Add Split! to your cleaning
routine for unbeatable results,
making the “impossible”
floors to clean, possible.

The demand for planetfriendly cleaning products
continues to grow but finding
more sustainable products
that really do the job is a
challenge.
REGARD has taken on that
challenge and developed
a line of environmentally
preferable cleaning
chemistries, proven to perform
to help keep facilities clean
with products that are safer for
people and the planet.

Manufacturer Code:
CLR2LT

Manufacturer Code:
53686

Manufacturer Code:
01500100EA

Contact your rep for more
information.
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Swab, Scan, Repeat
Measuring surface cleanliness with ATP Testing

With facility cleaning expectations at an all-time high, how can you verify
that surfaces in your facility are REALLY clean? ATP testing is the answer.
What is ATP? Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) is the primary energy carrier in all living organisms
on earth. Microorganisms capture and store energy in the form of ATP, so it is present in all living
microbial cells. Therefore, the presence of ATP indicates the presence of microbiological material.
ATP testing measures the amount of organic matter (or biofilm) on a surface. A high ATP reading
indicates that the surface being tested needs additional cleaning to remove dirt and pathogens
effectively.
Performing an ATP Test
To conduct an ATP test, a swab is applied to a surface and then inserted into a handheld reading
device called a luminometer. For example, a high-touch surface that could possibly be missed
during a cleaning routine can be ATP tested to ensure it has been properly cleaned and disinfected.
The testing would follow four simple steps:
1. The surface is thoroughly swabbed.
2. The swab is inserted into a swab tube, which has a bulb containing liquid at one end.
3. The bulb is squeezed to release the liquid onto the swab, then the tube is shaken for 5
seconds.
4. The swab is inserted into the luminometer and the level of biofilm is recorded.
Integrating ATP Testing into the Cleaning Program
Setting an ATP range for specific surfaces in various areas of your facility enables you to measure
and validate cleaning and hygiene against specific protocols at pre-set audit intervals. This will
identify areas that need additional attention in the form of staff training, a change in cleaning
frequency, a change in cleaning chemistry or in the cleaning process.
One of the best ways to integrate ATP testing
into your facility cleaning program is to add ATP
thresholds into your cleaning protocols, and enter
those protocols into the WandaNEXT™ digital
cleaning platform. This advanced system tracks
cleaning tasks, frequencies and consumable use
as well as ATP testing audits using the advanced
Hygiena ATP testing system.
Contact our experts to learn more about
incorporating ATP testing into your cleaning
routine!
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Stop winter
in its tracks

3 tips for building an effective matting system

While keeping floors properly maintained is
a year-round job, fall and winter bring unique
maintenance challenges. Now’s the time
to prepare with a properly designed and
maintained matting system.
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Did you know it costs approximately $500 to remove just one pound of dirt from a commercial facility? Matting
functions as a “sponge” that absorbs dirt and debris before it enters your facility, reducing cleaning costs, minimizing
slip and fall risks and extending the life of facility floors. Here are our top three tips to design an effective matting
system:
1. Three Types are Better Than One
The optimal entrance matting system is
composed of three styles of mats to capture
the different types of debris entering facilities.
Scraper mats remove and trap coarse
debris, such as gravel and ice melt pellets,
and should be used outside the entryway.
Inside the doorway, wiper/scraper mats are
ideal for capturing sand and snow. Inside the
building, wiper mats remove fine dust and any
remaining moisture.

Get Winter Ready

2. Don’t get caught short!
The effectiveness of a mat directly correlates
to the number of steps people take on it.
Because few people stop to actively wipe their
feet, mats need to be long enough for people
to walk-off dirt and moisture and be sufficiently
robust to hold the volume of debris generated
by foot traffic between cleanings. For example,
a low-traffic entrance needs at least 12 to
15 feet of proper matting, while higher traffic
entrances attract more soil and require longer
walk-off mats.
3. Cleaning Entrance Matting
Once a mat is saturated, it’s no longer able
to effectively trap debris. Regular care is
essential to maintain an effective matting
program. The frequency of maintenance
depends on the amount of dirt, the volume
of traffic entering the building and the source
of the traffic. For routine cleaning, use a dual
motor upright vacuum with a beater-bar,
cannister or backpack with air turbo beaterbar. In the winter or rainy times use a wet/
dry vacuum with beater-bar to prevent motor
damage. Slowly vacuum floors for a minimum
of four passes, forward and back, for effective
soil removal.

The best time to invest in matting is before the seasons
change. With winter on its way, now’s the time to
evaluate facility matting systems to help avoid the rush.
Edgewood offers a variety of matting options to help
keep facilities clean and safe.

Need help choosing the right combination of
matting for your needs?
Talk to our cleaning and hygiene experts today
about conducting a site survey or professional
product recommendations for your facility.
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They’re
auto-magic...
Innovations for cleaner, healthier facilities

JADE™ 2.0 by Surgically Clean Air

Did you know that air pollutants are two to five times
higher indoors?
Keep the air in your spaces safe, clean and healthy
with the Jade 2.0 system from Surgically Clean Air.
Operating at a whisper quiet level of under 50db, the
Jade air purifier is ideal for medical, commercial and
residential environments.
Jade 2.0’s robust multi-step purification technology
removes 99.998% of pathogens from indoor air at
up to 448 CFM (cubic feet per minute). Air is drawn
through the intake chamber and passed through four
filtration technologies to remove ultrafine particulates
down to 0.0025 microns in size. Pathogens, dust,
pollen and VOCs (volatile organic compounds) are
removed, leaving the air healthy and clean.
Contact our cleaning and hygiene experts
for a demonstration of this exciting new
technology!

Liberty SC50 by Nilfisk

If only those floors could clean themselves… with
the Liberty SC50 by Nilfisk, they practically do. This
intelligent floor scrubber can cover up to 55,000
square feet on a single charge and provides six hours
of powerful run time.
The Liberty SC50 autonomous floor scrubber
functions on three cleaning modes, CopyCat, Fill-In
or Manual, allowing you to customize the path and
cleaning pattern to best suit your facility. Once the
cleaning process is finished, you’ll receive a text
message letting you know the machine is ready to
move to the next task. With 98% to 99.5% coverage
and the need for minimal oversight, you can set the
Liberty SC50 to run, freeing you and your team to
focus on other important tasks.
Ready to automate floor care in your facility?
Ask us for demonstration today.
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We’re Back!
In-person
events are
in full swing
We’re incredibly excited to be
back to hosting and attending
in-person events! We want to
thank all of our customers and
staff who have made these
events so successful. Here’s
a recap:
WandaNEXT™ Debuted at ISSA
ISSA is Canada’s leading trade show
and conference for property, facility and
operations managers and facility service
providers. Attendees had the opportunity
to learn how WandaNEXT™’s tracking,
verification and validation features
eliminate guesswork and the question
facility managers are faced with the
challenge of answering, “How do I know
that cleaning has actually been done?”

Toronto West
Innovation
Showcase
Our Toronto West location hosted
Bunzl’s first Innovation Showcase
and Tradeshow since the beginning
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Customers had the opportunity to
learn about the latest innovations
from our top vendors, including the
latest in air purification, floor care and
autonomous cleaning.
Watch this video for a sneak peek
into this event and keep an eye on
your email and on our social media
for more details on future events
coming to an area near you!

Download your
copy today!

Attendees had the opportunity to test the
new WandaNEXT™ QR codes at the
booth and in the event space’s restrooms.
Missed ISSA? Watch this video for an
inside look into the event!
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bunzlch.ca/lets-connect/
1-866-512-8695

